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Mark schemes

 
1.      Award 1 mark for answers that identify any of the following:

1.      it is referred to in Pirates of the Caribbean, eg:

•      the Treasure Island is mentioned in ‘Pirates of the Caribbean’.

2

2.      there have been (many) film versions of Treasure Island, eg:

•      it has influenced people to change it into films.

3.      there have been television and / or radio versions, eg:

•      it has been made into television shows and radio productions.

4.      there is a computer / video game based on it, eg:

•      the book is so good it is worthy enough to become a game.

5.      a sequel to Treasure Island has been written, eg:

•       because they made a sequel called Silver in 2012.

6.      there have been many different versions of Treasure Island, eg:

•      there are still things being produced and made today about it.

Do not accept answers that only reference Swallows and Amazons.

1 mark

2.      Award 1 mark for answers that refer to a very steep or almost vertical slope.

1 mark

3.      Award 1 mark for two ticks in the correct boxes:

The trees on Treasure Island...

are all the same height.
 

include pine trees.
 

are mostly taller than the hills.
 

are strangely shaped.
 

all have a similar grey colour.
 

1 mark
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4.      Distance.

1 mark

5.      Award 2 marks for all three words correctly circled.

Award 1 mark for any two words correctly circled.

(a)      We had a ............................. morning’s work before us.

 

(b)     The weather was ............................. .

 

(c)      The crew ............................. about their work.

 

up to 2 marks

6.      Award 1 mark for answers that recognise that seeing Treasure Island has made the crew
less willing to do as they are told / work as hard, eg:

•      it means that the men before they had come in sight of the island were
well-behaved, now they are not

•      it means that when the men saw the island they were less obedient and hard
working.

Also accept answers that recognise that seeing Treasure Island has revealed their true
(pirate) nature, eg:

•      they had started to plot to steal the treasure.

1 mark

7.      Award 1 mark for each of the following quotations, up to a maximum of 2 marks:

1.      (The place) seemed (entirely land locked)

2.      (in a) sort of (amphitheatre)

3.      (Two little rivers,) or, rather (two swamps)

4.      (this pond,) as you might call it

5.      (had a) kind of (poisonous brightness).

up to 2 marks
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8.      Award 1 mark for each acceptable point, up to a maximum of 2 marks:

Acceptable points:

1.      it is still / quiet, which seems ominous / stifling / expectant, eg:

•      it seems too silent to be true

•      there was complete silence, a surefire sign that something was going on.

2.      the noises are threatening / intimidating, eg:

•      it said “booming half a mile away along the beaches”. This means that something
bad is coming.

3.      the smell / rotting on the island is linked to death / illness / decay or is ominous /
stifling, eg:

•      the “rotting tree trunks” and “sodden leaves” show danger as death

•      a peculiar stagnant smell implies that there is death and decay that lingers in the
air.

4.      the doctor thinks there is fever / disease on the island which could cause illness /
death, eg:

•      this could suggest that there is disease on the island that the sailors could catch

•      by saying the doctor thinks there is some sort of disease, it suggests there may
be some danger of becoming ill on the island.

up to 2 marks
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